
Preview and prepare for the future. Hear how changes in technology, customer
expectations, distribution models and government policies are impacting the energy

industry, what it means for your organization, and how you can thrive.

There is a clean energy revolution happening across the planet. What’s the best way forward? Many say the
answer is more renewable energy. Others say we should expand hydropower, nuclear, hydrogen, geothermal,
and renewable gas. How do we grow electric cars and alternative-fueled trucks, and do we even have enough
infrastructure to address range anxiety? And what about reliability – can we keep the lights on when the sun
goes down and the wind stops blowing? Will energy storage save the day, and what’s the best kind: batteries,
pumped storage, compressed air, or something else? Where does energy efficiency fit in, and should we build
more transmission lines to share clean power across states?

Whew, this is complicated!

Not really. The answer is… All of the above, taking action on whatever works in each state and region. While
there’s no one-size-fits-all solution, there are clear ways forward with opportunities – literally – everywhere. The
key is finding common-sense solutions, piloting them, sharing the results, and then expanding what works. 

THE COMMON-SENSE 
CLEAN ENERGY REVOLUTION

Stay ahead of the curve on the latest clean energy trends
with Barry Moline, Executive Director of the California

Municipal Utilities Association  
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

California’s aggressive climate policies, the players in the debate, the motivation driving the changes, the
difficulty in achieving 100% carbon-free power and the mistakes made, and why “90” may be the new “100”
Climate policy and clean energy trends around the U.S. and the world
The impact of national and global geopolitics on energy choices
Survey Says… What people and businesses say they really want for our energy future
Where venture capitalists are investing in new energy technologies - and some are kinda bizarre!
New consumer energy usage patterns for the future
What you can do to position your organization to message on your technology or program, influence outcomes
and take advantage of these energy investments and policy changes

barry@barrymoline.com www.barrymoline.com850-251-5060

https://www.facebook.com/barryjmoline/
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLsaUixOhhTSataYQv4oSlgQ9FAugN3I6H
https://www.linkedin.com/in/barry-moline-29b99a53

